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The Faithful Falcons - 1747
By AIDA BARRERA
THE heritage of the Falcon family goes all
per. Irrigation waa started 10 that corn, ~ e ,
the way back to the time that Jose de Esfrijol, cotton, fruits, and other plants could be
eandon came to complete the chain of settle•
raised. Canoes were built at once, since the
ments between the Rio Grande and La Bahia
people expected to do extensive business in the
de Espiritu Santo in 1747. The Falcone were a
salt trade from the salines located to the north
reputable family from Cerralvo, Nuevo Leon.
east. Ranching was started, and later proved
Two of the brothers, Blas Maria de la Garza
the most profitable busineH.
Falcon and Miguel de la Garza Falcon were
THE colonists then began to look forward
captains for Escandon. Escandon' s a:ptaina
to establishing their ranching lands across
were carefully selected from a large group.
the river. Fifteen families were given permiHion
Each man had to paH a series of teats which
to establish their ranchea on the north bank of
Esc!ndon had p~epared for him, and having
the river by Escandon. Bia, Maria got his herd
fulf1lled the requirements, he was eligible for
together and moved them acrou the river to
the captaincy. The two Falcon brothers both
the place which later wu called Carnestolen•
qualified for the position. They helped Escan•
daa, (now Rio Grande City), and established
don on his first "entrada" to Nuevo Santander.
his ranching headquarter, there. Likewiae, hie
~ey were both eager to fight against the In•
father-in-law, Don Nicolas de los Santos Coy,
d1ans and any other obstacles which Eacan,established hie ranch near by at a place which
~on' s army might have to overcome. Blas Mahe called Guardado, ( now Garceno). Several
na was ordered to proceed along the south
other people establiahed their ranches north of
bank of the Rio Grande River. MiKQel was or•
the river by Escandon. Bla1 Maria got his herd
dered to cross the Rio Grande at San Juan
la Garza Falcon and Joaquin de la Garza Fal•
Bautista, ( near present Eagle Pass), and to
con. Most of these people lived on the south
explore below that point on the north bank.
bank, but chose their ranching lands on the
Having served exceptionally well in Escan•
"porciones" on the north bank. These settlers
don'• original "entrada," the Falcons were callmade improvements of different types under
ed upon to help with the actual settling of the
the condition that when the time came, their
colonies. Blas Maria was given authority to
houses, pastures, and fields would be deeded
gather a group of people and take them to the
to them.
si~e at the juncture of the San Juan with the
Camargo proved to be the most proaperous
Rao. ~t'a~de. B}as Maria then gathered forty
of the colonie1 which had been founded about
fam1hes, including some of his own relatives,
the same time.
and took them to the proposed site. He didn't
have much trouble gathering the people since
Among the F alcon1' other achievements, is
the land offered great opportunities. Cheap
the founding of the little village of Falcon for
land was the thing which attracted rancher•
which the Falcon Dam is beins named. Th~
with large h~rds: the poor came because they
dam will cover an area of five miles in length,
wanted to hve 10 a land free from taxation
with a highway running alona its top. The lake
· d f ·
d
will be about 6 miles wide and about 22 miles
f or a Iong peno o time: tra esmen came
seeking a new market for their gooda; and, a,
long. It will serve to store the precious waters
usual, adventurers came seeking glory and hon•
of the Rio Bravo for the uae of the highly
or. for the King of Spain.
developed areas of the Lower Rio Grande Valley. This huge dam and lake i1 a fitting monuMMEDIATELY after their arrival the group
ment to the faithful pioneer service of the F al•
of people started to make the colony proe•
con family.
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Fathers Of The Valley-1800
By Dorothy McWhorter
For one hundred years, 1849 through 1949, the
Oblates of Mary Immaculate in the Rio Grande
Valley have labored long and well. The centennial
has been celebrated, and it is fitting that historians
try to evaluate the Oblates' accomplishments.
The first Oblates came to Texas from Canada.
Listenin.g to the pleadings of Bishop Mary Odin, C.
M., the first Bishop of Galveston, Father Adrien
Pierre Te!mon decided that if any place in the
world needed priests, that place was Texas and that
the Oblates were the priests.
Once the decision had been made Father Telrnon lost no time; the first Oblates were ready to
start for their new mission field in October. 1849.
With Father Telmon were Fathers Alexandre Soulerin and Augustine Gaudet, and Lay Brother Henri
Menthe.
On December 2 the party en route for Brownsville reached Point I,.bel, a little seaport town
some twenty miles east of Brownsville. About 1800
it had been a summer resort for Mexicans and
Spaniards. At this time, however, it was the base
for the Fourth Artillery, United States Army, under
the command of General Zachary Taylor.
Brownsville, hcwever, was the destination of the
Oblates. Once more the army, in the person of
Lieutenant Garesche, ·came to the rescue. He secured a military conveyance drawn by four mules,
and on December 5 the Fathers set out. The weather was intensely hot, the so-called roads were very
had. and after four hours of joltin~ and bumping
the Fathers finally reached their destination.
The arrival of the m issionaries caused quite .a
lot of excitement among the townspeople. Since
they had pressed Bishop Odin to send "ministers of
the Gospel" to Brownsville, the citizens felt that
they should extend a formal welcome to the missionaries. That evening a representative body gathered in a large barn and invited the Fathers to
come to meet them. The solemn event was even
more dignified because of the patriarchal appearance of the welcoming committee, all of whom
wore beards.
The receiving party must have felt awkward,
since their request for priests was not based on
religious motives. The Fathers soon came to realize
that the inhabitants of Brownsville had no desire
to listen to them but merely wished to impress
their Mexican neighbors, since the Mexicans had
refused to trust the American strangers who had
neither priest nor altar.
·
As no preparations had been made to provide a
home for the priests. the barn in which they were
~athered was offered as a dwelling place. A local
hotel-keeper was char~ed with the task of feeding
the priests until other a:Tangements could be made.
Having thus welcomed the Oblates and made arrangements for their welfare, the citizens bade Hie
Fathers good night and left them to survey their

\

new surroundings. Their home was no mansion, but,
housed at least, the Oblates next determined to
find a place in which to say Mass and perform their
ministry. No provision had been made in this regard
either; however, a wealthy, retired merchant offered his empty store.
Trial after trial was in store for those first four
Texas Oblates. Most of the people, even the Mexican Catholics, were indifferent. In four months the
Fathers bad four different lodgings and three
churches. A Mormon took up house-to-house collections for them, and a German Lutheran gave them
hospitality. All of these factors only made the
Fathers more determined to succeed. A drive for a
church was begun, and the church itself was finally
completed. A mission station was opened at a ranch
four miles away, where Mass was celebrated every
Wednesday.
By 1850 some progress had been made, but the
health of the Fathers was completely undermined.
The tropical heat, the unsanitary conditions, and
the poor food had lowered their resistance. In
September all were recalled to France, but in fifteen months the Oblates were back, stronger than
ever to take up the work of the four pioneers.
Six Oblate priests and one lay brother were
aboard the ship, La Belle Assise, when it set sail
from Le Havre on March 23, 1852, bound for Texas.
Father Telmon's health did not permit him to return, and the second band of Oblates was under the
direction of Father Jean Marie Casimir Verdet.
With him were Fathers Parisot, Vignole, Olivier,
Gaye, Keralum, and Lay Brother Roudet. The trip
was a long one, too long to suit the passengers, but
they finally reached New Orleans.
Things were different for this second group.
The territory stretched from Brownsville to San
Ignacio, a distance of almost two hundred miles.
The people, for th" most part, lived on ranches
dotted here and there throughout the countryside,
and the only possible way to contact them was to
go to seP. them. Horses being the only means of
transportation, the Oblates used them and soon
earned for themselves the title, "The Cavalry of
Christ."
Sacrifice has been at all times intimately bound
up with the spread of Christianity. Every age and
every clime has had its martyrs. Texas was no exception. The Oblates in Texas were not called upon
to shed their blood for the faith; theirs was a special kind of martyrdom, for they were martyrs of
charity and devotion to duty. Faithful until death,
eight Oblates died of the dreaded Yellow Fever,
while the work was continued with even greater
zeal. So frequently did the terrible scourJ?:c makEi
its aPpearance and with such disastroug results to
the Oblates that the Superior of the mission, Father Gaucl.et, felt impelled to write to the Superior
General, "Our mission can be called, with very
good reason, the Calvary and the tomb of our Congregation."
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Hidalgo's Two Musketeen-1905
By Shirley Ann Wallac<'
Pancho Garza was of :\lexican descent. He was
tall, dark skinned, dark haired, and dark eyed.
Pancho was the forerunner of the modern gangster
-akin to the Dillingers, Pretty Boy Floyds, ,Dutch
Flegenheimers, Richard Lepkes, and other noted
characters.
Pancho was twenty-five when he roamed the
countryside in and around the town of Hidalgo in
1905.

Pancho challenged the po\lcc force of Reynosa
on a moonlight night. Pancho loved moonlight
nights-mostly because he had a girl friend in Hidalgo who was a fair and dazzling senorita.
The Reynosa police force accepted the challen~e, and the irresistible force met the immovable
object, and Pancho and his gang shot and wounded
two policemen in a lane, and then they hurriedly retreated to the American side.
Now Pancho really got started; there ls no estimating the number of thefts and murders he committed. Pancho's downfall came when he made the
fatal mistake of sending word that he was going to
kill Sheriff John Closner and Manuel Samano. Now
John Closner was THE law in the territory just
north of the Rio Grande River and he wasn't going
to let any boy bandit push him around. Manuel
Samano was a prominent merchant in Hidalgo. He
was afraid Pancho meant what he said about killing him so John Closner promise; to protect him.
The sheriff and his deputies had long been on
the trail of the tricky Pancho. They wanted desperately to catch him so they car.efully laid a trap
for him.
Pancho came riding into Hidalgo one moonlight
night on his big, hlack horse. He called for his
sweetheart from the road, but she did not answer.
He rode into the yard and called again, but still got
no answer. He rode his horse up on the porch and
kicked the front door open with his booted foot.
Suddenly he caught a glimpse of cold steel in the
moonlight flooded room.
Pancho Garza was soon to cease his banditry
because he alighted from his horse and boldly walked into the house. He drew his guns but he never
got to use them again. Suddenly guns flashed in
the moonlight. Pancho died in the front room o!
his senorita 's castle.
Panch0,. Garza had robbed and killed and even
kidnapped - he had ridden his horses to the right
and to the left of sections in and around Hidalgo,

and when he died, he died with bullets in his right
side and bullets in his left side.
After Pancho's death, the members of Pancho's
gang- were very angry, and especially was Pan.tho's
right hand man, Narcos de Luna.
Sheriff John L1osner was cleaning up the county
of cattle rustling from across the border. This
irritated the political gang that had formerly ran
the county. This group of crooked men hired Narcos de Luna and promised him $500 if he would
finish the job that Pancho had started-that of killing John Closner.
De Luna was a nigiltly visitor at the Hidalgo
sal0on. One night De Luna had one drink too
many and he began to tell all the people in the
saloon how 1he was going to kill the sheriff.
One of Closner's friends told Closner that he
had better be on his guard while De Luna was
around.
Closner handled the case in his own way as
usual. Never in his life had Closner shot a man.
He had shot over and below many outlaws but he
had never killed anyone. The sheriff always use<l
his brains. He said that anyone with brains could
always outsmart a person holding a six-shooter.
Closner and his three deputies knew that De
Luna was to go to the, La Noria ranch, which is
north of the present day Mercedes.
They went out to the ranch and waited for hours
one October night, while the shadows deepened
and the calls of the doves were all that could be
heard.
Suddenly they heard the sound of an approaching horse. As the rider reined in his horse, the
deputies ordered him to halt. Instead, De Luna
stepped behind his horse for protection, fired twice,
and then ran toward the chaparral.
The three ceputies fired into the brush again
and again and then they started to leave . .
Closnei· instantly ordered them to stay m the
ranch house, because, as he told them, they might
have wounded De Luna and Closner thought a
wounded man was like a mad dog as you could
ne:,,·er tell what one was going to do next.
They waited there all night and the next morning, just as dawn began to break, the sheriff and
his deputies went out to look for De Luna.
They found him sprawled in the brush-dead.
And so De Luna failed to do the job that Pancho Garza 'had also failed to do, and Sheriff Closner continued to clean up the county of cattle
rustling until it was spotless.
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The Royal Salt Mine -1730
By Dorothy Burnett
About twenty-six miles, as the crow flies, northeast of Edinburg, is a piece of property which in
the past two centuries has been fought over more
than any other in Texas . Armies . ,.,nurts, and schemi!'l <>: speculators have all contended for it. This is
Fl Sal de! Rey, once the royal salt mine of the
Kin ,?; of Spain.
_
To get to the Jake one ffi"St !?0 abnut ~eventeen
miles north of Edinburg to Sa n Manuel, little more
tha n a filling station stop. There . one turns east,
a nd after about eight miles of newly-cleared land,
he comes on a sign pointing north down ,, dirt road, •
with thickets of mesquite and prickly pear on each
side. Driving down the lane about a mile and a half,
one reaches a Iock~d gate. Anvone who wishes to
continue on his jomney may climb over this gate
and trudge through sand about a half mile to the
lake.
The lake is surrounded by ground slightly higher in elevation than the surrounding country. There
the water is so filled with salt that, after getting
one's feet wet in the water, upon drying they are
completely covered with salt. When there is no water in the lake, the glistening salt looks like ice on
a frozen lake.
The mining operations at the lake have long
been deserted, and, though some might think this
is just another place that has fallen in ruins, it has
a colorful and interesting history.
El Sal del Rey provided Central America and.
Mexico with salt in the eighteenth cenfury. As early as 1730 Mexican oxcarts had, by continuous travel, etched a road to the Gulf so deep that the
scars may still be seen. Over this road, laid out in
the early days of settlement of the Rio Grande Valley, the oxcarts loaded with salt rumbled eastward
to cross the shallow waters of Laguna Madre over
a n oyster reef ford. Thence they wound among the
sand dunes of Padre Island, off which ships waited
in the Gulf to convey the salt to Mexican and SpRnish ports. Other caravans carrying salt plodded
southward through the chaparral to settlements of
the Rio Grande Valley and northerrr Mexico. The
traffic dwindled during the Mexican War, but increased again during the Civil War, when salt was

shipped by way of Corpus Christi to the Confederacy.
'Even a" early as 1798 the King of Spain had
proclaimed a law that all minerals belonged to the
crown. This ordinance has remained the law of
Mexico to the present time. Since Texas land titles
depended on Mexican Jaws, the Republic of Texas
adopted the system of state-ownership of minerals,
thereby placing ownership of El Sal de! Rey in the
government of the Republic. After Texas' annexation to the United States, the state retained possession of mineral rights.
In 1861 the Confederacy needed six million
bushels of salt per year to supply its nine million
people. The scarcity of salt caused the price to soar
to as much as $8 per bushel and in some places t0
$1.30 per pound in spite of the government's effort
to control prices. Salt was so essential to the Confederates that salt and salt works became military
objectives and salt workers were even exempt from
the draft.
One of the first war measures provided for the
prndPctic n and utilization of the salt of El Sal del
Rey. The governor of Texas appointed an agent to
take r 0ssession of the lake. The reasons for the
resolution were the need of the state for revenue
and its desire to supply the people with salt at a
reasonable price.
After eighteen months , the state's possession of
El Sal del Rey ended rather abruptly. On November 2, 1863, the Union general, Nathaniel P. Banks,
made his third attempt to take Texas by landing at
Port Isabel. He sent Colonels John L. Haynes and
E. J. Davis to make a raid on the lake. The raid
was made and the works plundered. Thus the state's
operation of the lake ended, and it became the
property of the landowners.
One of the most famous cases fought for possession of the lake was the Lewis and Reynolds
case, the first probate suit filed in Hidalgo County,
It was filed in 1852 and was settled only a few years
ago.
Among some of the more :recent owners are
Henrietta M. King of the great King Ranch and
Lloyd M. Bentsen, the premier Valley developer.
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Citrus King Of Texos-1892
B~· ,Jackie L<>e Carter

!n the early years of the twentieth century
m~tny persons came to the Lower Rio Grande Valley. Some looked out over the vast expanse of
P1e~q1;:te and cactus and saw only dry desert with
no promise for the future, but John H. Shary envisioned endless opportunities for farmers. He
si>w that the Valley could be made to flourish by
building irrigation canals to the Rio Grande; some
nf the richest delta soil in North America would
t!Jen he: an agricultural cornucopia.
John H. Shary was born of Austrian emigrant
parents on a Nebraska farm on March 2, 1872. He
atiended country schools and high school and worked his way through two years at Doane College,
Nebraska. Evenings and holidays he worked in a
drugstore. The pay was small, but during his apprenticeship he learned the drug business and at
eighteen passed an examination to become a regiskred pharmacist. Later with his father's assistance, he opened and successfully operated two
drugstores. At twenty-two he became a traveling
snie:;man for ::i California concern. For many years
thert>:tfter his travels took him through most of toe
states and Canada, affording him an opportunity
to study existing and potential developments.
Impressed with Texas, he joined associates in
acq_uil'ing a thirty-thousand-acre ranch between San
Antonie, and Corpus Christi, where 27,000 acres were
sold in four years at a reported profit of $100,000.
In 191?. he had bought and scld all the land he could
find in the Corpus Christi area and was looking for
new fields.
On the suggestion of a fellow realtor, Shary
investigated the Valley, and before his eyes the
e:1tllcss sagebrush turned into towns and roads and
mile on mile of blooming citrus trees.
In the first decade of the century, the Valley
deve:loped slowly. In i904 the St. Louis, Brownsville and Mexican Railway came to Brownsville,

and the 5tage to Corpus Christi became a thing of
the p.ast. In 1906, Shary began development in the
valley, successfully operating in se<,_tions where now
arc the lowns of San Juan and part of Pharr, Mc/1.ilen, Sharyland, and West Sharyland.
These
]:>ads were later subdivided into small farms on
v,hicn thousands of grapefruit, orange, and other
citrus groves sprung up as if by magic.
J0hn Shary, the pioneer in citrus fruit growing,
soon too!{ his place among Texas colanizers who
havC' no peer. From 1906 to 1910 he and George
W. Paul developed some 250,000 acres in the Corp:.is 2rristi, Sinton anct Robstown areas.
There were two distinct land booms in the
V~lley.• The boom in the years 1901 through 1910
primr.rily concerned suger cane land. When the
sugar eane industry failed in 1910, the first land
co:npanies failed. When Shary planted the. first
l:trge commercial citrus orchard in the Valley in
!Blo, he started the second or citrus land boom.
The "gold rush" of the Lower Rio Grande Valle:{ \•·as on. At the height of his activities, Shary
had '.1.s many as thirteen hundred men in the field.
With branch offices in several midwestern cities,
1.•cL:ding St. Louis and Chicago, he operated special
trains to bring the "snowdiggers" to see the magic
Valley. The railroads were taxed to handle the
lica•;y traffic of prospective buyers. From one to
two ,housand land seekers came each week on speci ~l trains which were switched off to sidings nea1~
lt1.,urious clubhouses m,aintained by the Jand compr,niei;.
In 1912 and 1922 "hard" roads were built, and
Shary pr0duced the first commercial crop of cit~ us fruit in the Valley. The following year •be made
,: n extensive tour lh,-ough the California fruit-growing regions to study marketing problems. The study
r~:;nltcd 1n the building of the first modern commercial packing plant and in the organization of
th•~ Texas Citru5 Exchange with headquarters at
l'.Iisrion, Te_xas.
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Edinburg Gets County Seat-1908
By Vilma Gorena
An important step in the historical development
of Hidalgo County was taken in October 1908. Conceived by D. B . Chapin, then county judge of Hidalgo .County, it is the most talked about and by
far the favorite of subjects among the Vall~y's early
settlers.
Until 1908 the courthouse was situated in Hidalgo, within a short distance of the Rio Grande River.
During the rainy season the river would rise and
fall, cutting a natural path nearer and nearer the
courthouse. It was thought that the courthouse
would eventually be in the river's path.
In 1886 it happened! The rampaging river threatened the courthouse and it had to be abandoned.
This happened time and again. In 1904 the river
again threatened the courthouse and the people began to get ideas about the safety of the records.
The thing· to do was move the county seat to some
other place.
No one around McAllen, or any of the neighboring towns, was willing to donate land; so John
Closner and William F. Sprague donated the land.
A site called Chapin (now Edinburg) ten miles
northeast of McAllen in the brush was selected as
it was geographically closer to the center of the
county.
Closn\:'r and Sprague held a mutual interest in
the project, so they secured the money to purchase
50,000 acres of land, of which the present town of
Edinburg is now the center.
Chapin knew that under the law if a petition
was presented to the County Judge and passed
around so that enough of the voters signed it, he
cot.id order an election for the purpose Qf moving
the County seat.
The petition was circulated and a vast majority
of the voters in the county signed it. Then Chapin
issued an order calling for an election.
How~r. a strong willed minority was up in
arms against any proposition to move the county
seat.
The day before the election Chapin resigned.
The judgeship was given to S. P. Silver. Tom Mayfield and Alfredo Vela were the election judges.
Silver was to certify the result of the e1ection and
in that way Chapin could not be accused of fraud.
Of course the result of the election was what
was expected. Plans began to m aterialize, and
everyone began to get excited over the expected
triumph.
The Hidalgo County Commissioners Court record shows that Judge s. P. Silver certified the
following results of the election. "Whereas I have
opened said returns and counted the same, and

have found that the vote cast at said election as
appears from the returns thereof and from an actual
count of the ballots have been as follows:
The actual total vote cast at said Election in
said County -is as follows to-wit:' 513 votes.
That the total vote cast in said election ''For
removal to Chapin" to-wit: 422 votes.
That the total vote cast at said Election "For
remaining at Hidalgo" is as follows to-wit: 9 _votes.
And it appearing that the said town of Chapin
received more than a Two-thirds (2/3) majority of
the votes so cast at said electionThe excitement over the proposed move didn't
last very Jong however, because before anyone
knew it, a certain party of the opposition from McAllen, put a telegram through the Corpus Christi
District Court requesting an injunction against the
moving of the county seat.
This upset everyone's plans. The proponents
of the move saw that they must move fast before
the opposition could stop them.
So early in the morning of the 13th, a party
of men consisting mainly of John Closner, the
Sheriff, D. B. Chapin, County Attorney, A. Y. Baker,
Tom Mayfield, County Treasurer, Andres Chavez,
County Clerk, and Joe Alamia, Assessor and Collector, went to Hidalgo in a wagon caravan. By six
o'clock the loaded wagons were at San Juan Plantation. Early in the morning of Oct. 14th the caravan approached Chapin.
Ten engineers and about four hundred Mexican
workmen were peacefully sleeping in their camp
when the wagon caravan pulled in. Then the celebration started. After an old Spanish custom the
rooting and shooting started and the movers proceeded to rouse the sleepers. All the surrounding
brush was cleared, tents were put up, and the records put in them. By morning, Chapin was a different town altogether. Morning found some of the •
men busy writing away on some of the deeds essential to establish residence. Lumber was brought
from McAllen that day and construction was begun
on a two story wooden building where the Hotel
Edinburg now stands. E. M. Card surveyed the
site and engineered t~:e layout of the county square.
In 1909 bonds were issued, and in 1910 the present county building was erected. John Closner donated four blocks in the center of Chapin for county
use only.
Because of the rapidity and confusion attending
the fastest transfer of a capitol in the history of
Texas, rumors still circulate about this unusual
occurrence. Many people still think that the records were stolen from Hidalgo.
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The Legend Of Juari Grande-1820
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By Frances Garza
Near the Starr County line, in Northwest Hidalgo County, sitting quietly like an oasis in the
desert, calmly awaiting its decay, stands a house-not an ordinary house, but one of beauty, serenity,
wealth, and intrigue.
The house is surrounded by large trees, and a
flagstone path leads to a lake fronting the silent
hou$e. The structure itself proves the wealth and
mystery for which it stands.
To begin at the beginning, one must go back to
the time when oxcarts, laden with rich merchandise, were brought from ports of entry - Bagdad
and Reynosa, mainly - to the floundering, UPcropping Texas border towns. At this time, there
was but one resting place where the weary drivers
could stop to rest themselves and their teams. This
place, like so many Western buildings, was not
elaborate; in fact, the word "building" was giving
the structure the benefit of the doubt. Drivers,
stopping at this refuge from the sun, could purchase "refreshments" and listen to the tales of
J1.1an Grande.
Juan Grande, proprieter of the sa'Ioon, sat many
an hour telling of his bravery executed during the
famous Mier Expedition. To hear him tell of it,
one would think the big fellow was leader, troops,
and ammunition rolled into one. The trip of the
Texas Anny across the river to persuade the
mayor of Mier to surrender, the alarm sent by informers that Ampudia. General of the Mexican Army, was arr'!.ving with troops outnumbering the
Texans, the short-lived battle, the capture of the
Texans, as well as the imprisonment and the
drawing of the black and white beans, be~me wellknown and yet remained interesting.
The stories might well be true, however not
proven, for as Juan told the tales, the listener's
eyes never left his face, so interesting did he make
them.
Juaa received his name because of his stature
and no one knew him by any other. "Big John",
as his name would mean in English, was tall and
heavy-set, with large muscles protruding from hi~
hairy arms.
Soon it became known that Margo, a beautiful
girl, was working with Juan Grande to help him
relieve the drivers· of their loads, and that she was
the apple of the big fellow's eye. Even though Margo was helping Juan , he was insanely jealous of
her. and several times he was known to have beaten her severely. Every day she would lure the
drivers in for a drink, and, when the strong potion
put them into a sleep which took them days to
overcome, they would awake to find their goods,

wagons, and teams gone.
Before long, it was generally known that Juan
had acquired an accumulation of loot, and, with
this knowledge, came the usual stream of curiosity
as to where it was hidden and where Margo spent
her evenings. At last, upon a plot of ground desired by all, a building began to take shape. Materials brought from far places brought curious
people from everywhere, and it soon became known
that Juan Grande was building himself a house
finished with the finest and richest materials.
Marble, teakwood, mahogany, solid oak, maple,
and walnut made up the basic structure of the
house, while gold ornaments, silk tapestries, satin
drapes, and the finest of foreign furniture gave the
massive residence an elegance and beauty rarely
seen by the wealthiest of men.
Into the hou'se went Juan Grande's wildest
dreams, and some say that it was to please the
beautiful Margo, for it soon became evident that
she spent her evenings with him and her days with
'her distTessed parents. Every day ,at noon, she
would take him his lun-clh in the fields w'hen he
chose to <work, for it was no longer necessaTy to
operate the drinking establishment because over
the Years they had acquired a fortune.
Many people witnessed these daily trips, and,
when she did not return one day, a search party
consisting of sympathetic peons started out. Comb.
ing the 1bruSlh foT miles around, searching every
sand dune✓ and ravine, they finally came onto her
body, the throat cut clean.
The searchers then set out to find her murderer.
Although not certain that it was her jealous lover,
they were willing enough to accept him as such,
because of the misery he had caused her parents.
Although they searched for many months, they
found no trace of the self-styled hero of the Mier
Expedition.
Many people have tried to locate the treasure,
but superstitious rumors and imagination, increasing through the years, have discouraged their attempts.
One of these groups, some boys from a nearby
settlement, were positive of the treasure's hiding
place which they believed to be beneath the flagstone path, but quickly changed their minds when
an image of Margo, dressed in white, appeared
with slit throat and dagger to persuade them to
leave the loot behind.
Thus ends the strange story of Juan Grande,
and no one has seen him since. The treasure has
never been found. Many have tried and failed;
many more will try, and who knows but that it will
be found someday?
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By Joyce Jean Turner
Have you ever wondered why a town should
h<' n~med Yturria or a Lake be callen El S:tl D.el
Rey? The Rio Grande Valley has hidden an enorrr.ous amount of history in her heart and tric., to
sh:i.ciow it with her swaying palms, sunny skies and
~Ry fiestas.
I
Thl' Spanish influence is found in r.rnnv tow;1s.
Nori:1s was named for Judge James D. We]l;( Norias
in Spanish mcani,1g "wc11s" J; S:m Benito, originaily
known as ··Bcssfo" for B . F. Yo:1kum's daughter,
w:is r:amed by Rafael Moreno, a camp cook in hono:- -Ji Benjamin Hicks, one of his close friends.
Sun Juan was named for John Closner who uror.1otc•J the Valley more than anyone else but· rcce:vcd. less- credit. The people thought highly ot
him, so named their town, "Saint John." La Noria
C«rJenena, "Wells of the Cardenenas Family;" ½"1
Feria and Port Isobel had the "original grant
namC's" after the La Feria Gr&nt and the historic
Spanish land grant, Santa Isabel Grant.
Phy~ical features hud a part in the naming of
tov.-ns, lakes, and ranches, too. Roma was named
for tlic Eternal City, seat of the Catholic region
crnbracccl by cal"!y Spanish settlers along the Rio
c-;randc An old feature is that it has seven hills
just as Rome, its namesake, has. Cucvitas, meaning ·'Little Caves,'' was so named because the first
s•]ttlers had to make their homes iu caves to escape
murder by the Indians.
El Sal Del Rey, which means "Salt of the King,"
w::is so named because the salt from this deposit
w:1s hauled out by the subjects and sent to the
king. Mission's namesake was the La Lomita
Missicn which gained fame. La L::imita means
"The Little Hill" which describes its situation in
tre VaUcy. In 1802, the people fled there in refuge
from the flood as it was the highest pa1;t of land
in that area. It was then thought of as sacred an<l
hnly by the settlers. Penitas means "Point c,f
Land" and describes it very aptly.
Many sections have taken vegetative sources
RS their names.
Los Fresnos took her name for
a resaca which had, in turn, taken its name from
a clump of ash trees growing on a bank. Sandia
{meaning "Watermelon'' in Spanish) ships train
10ads of watermelons out every year.
Could there
J->e a better name? Gran Geno acquired its name
from an orange berry bush and was the home of
Colonel John Davis Bradburn, the "Benedict Arnuld" of Texas.
"
Encir.o was named for an oak tree and Alamo
fer a· cottonwood tree. Palo Blanco means "White

'I'rcc," El Potrero de ios N ogalcs was the home of
G•-n~rnl Jose M. Carvajal, the Border's revolution·
ary hero and Hidalgo County's first court interpreter. He planted pecans wh2rcver he went and this '
rlacc i:, named "Pasture of the Pecans.'' La Coma
1:amcct fo1· an evergreen bush with blue berries
c ..n:t::lining chicle •which Mexican children love to
(':.l e''". This was the heme of William F. Sprague
who brought the first big cotton gin to the V,illcy.
Foreign towns ha,·c been the namesakes for a
few of the Valley towns. Edbburg .was named by
Jrh11 \'oung of Sdin:.iurgh, Scotland. Harlingen
w:is n,imed for a city on the banks of a canal, Van
1T arli1,gcn, Holland.
Women have hact hor.ors, too. Donna is named
fo r DL'nna Hooks Fletcher, daughter of T. J. Hooks.
She tells lhe story cf coming home and seeing a
crow,"i cf people gathered around 1hc railroad stati<.',l. She, too, wanted to get in the excitement so
f.lt·01lcd there to sec what it was all about. She
:'\:iund, to her amazement, a sign being hung decl.:.ring the nam,~s of the town as Donna. She lives
tht:re still, ~s docs Mrs. Elsie George live in Elsa,
the town that was named for her. Mel'ccdes took
it, n:m1c after the wife of Don Porfirio Diaz, president of Mexico during that era; Lasara for La urn
Jia~·ding, wife of W. A. Harding, and Sara Gill,
wife of Lamar Gill; Faysvillc for the wife of Pat
Devine, Fay, and Snn Perlita was named after
Pe,ul Johnson.
Many families were honored by having town<:
t,1kc their names. Some of the families arc Barreda, Yturria, who owns all the land around fac
t0wn, Sebastian, Armstrong and others.
Promoters and interesting people have helped in the naming of towns. McAllen was named
hy John McAllen, a trader and rancher; Pharr took
the n:imc from a pioneer developer from Louishna, Henry N. Pharr; an oil well caused th<.' start
0f Sullivan City .named by Captain Sullivan who
<'PPcator a -boat in Port Isabel today; Weslaco took
initi:>ls and letters to form its name, for its origi11ator was the W. E. Stuart Land Company. Sam
J<'-:irdycc took her name from a railroad builder
d the same name. Brownsville was named for
M2jor Jacob Brown who was killed defending Fort
Brown during the Mexican war. Major Brown was
the only one killed in the battle; Edcouch for Judge
Ed Couch; and Hargill for W. E. Harding and
Lnm:cir Gill. Linn has two versions to its name.
Some of the old-timers say it was named in memory 0f Lynn Dowdie by his father while other sources
say G. W. Lynn was the town's namesake.
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The Martyr Of Hidalgo-1854
Sara S. \\'eavcr
Out from the far southwest poured the heat of
the rising sun on that fateful thirteenth of November
in 1872. It I.Jcat upon the low, winding, yellow Rio
Grande, and upon the lonely scores of miles of
chaparral desert that stretched to the north-to
where the mesquite and tasijilla and chaparra
prieta met and mingled and gave way before the
march of the liveoaks. Down at Fort Brown the
sun's rays danced over the sabres and bayonets
marshalled for reveille and flashed from the gilded
cross over the nearby Mission church. Seventy
miles to the northwest they flashed again. The
half dozen lonely houses i;cattered in betweenbuilt of adobe mud and latticed branches, tule
thatched~were themselves as g1 ey as was the
brush that engulfed them. But ,on this far distant
trail the same Tays s;;>arkled 'Upon another cross,
carved and polished, small and beautiful, worn
upon the breast of a traveling ;priest.
Father Keralum had started before day from
the hospitable r0of tree of the Camparnas, for the
next abode of his widely scattered parishioners, El
Rancho de Las Piedras, was nearly twenty miles
distant. His mare was safe but slow, the heat was
unusual for the season and the road was but a tangle of cow trails. The twenty miles would be long
work at best and at Las Piedras, he had rather
hoped, in addition to the pre-arranged baptism, to
meet a wedding party. However, that might be
at the gr0om's home, on beyond. When last he had
made his rounds, in early summer, carrying the
sacr:;,ment to those so far removed from human
intercourse, the patriarchial mother had there lain
dead. The possibility of Christian burial was, he
had assured the stricken famill, a direct gift from
Heaven. The Order of the Oblate Fathers had prof_
ited accordingly-and most deservingly.
So it was that in black sombrero and black
cassock, heralded by the shining cross, the good
Father Keralum wound slowly through the thorny
waste that Hidalgo County was, on that early No- ·
vember morning fifty-four years a go_
Father Keralum knew the trails-or supposed
he did. He knew the climate. too. His cloak, tied

to his saddle, awaited the Norther that always followed unseasonable heat. For eighteen years he
and his brothers had come this way every few
months-carrying the Bread and the Cup.
The trail grew fainter and narrower, the brush
hi'.2:her and thicker. Somehow he lost his horse.
Somehow the chaparral engulfed the martyr Priest.
But we do know that until tre last he clung to the
Holy Chalice.
Ten years later~n November 30, 1882, the Cup
was found beside his blanched bones, with his
watch and his golden cross. With the bones these
precious relics were carried to the Brownsville
Church and there remain, although his own ashes
were iu 1920 returned with pomp and ceremony to
Hidalgo County, to lie in the Mercedes Cemetery
under a beautiful marble monument of heroic size.
The auxiliary figures of the monument of the Virgin and St. Peter are dominated as are the miles
around, by a Crucifix adorned by Mary, the Sacramental Cup beside her. Each statue is the gift of
a devout and grateful Mexican family. The · pediment was given by Father Keralum's own order.
The Latin inscription reads:
It was in 1875, three after all hope of ever finding Father Keralum had been abandoned, that a
thatch-roofed chapel was constructed by his brother Friars about six miles south of where Mission now stands, at the cost of Mr. John Bourbois,
thE>n owner of the Lomita Porcion (portion of the
hill where now stands the beautiful, brick and
sto:ie Novitiate chapel-begun in May, 1912 and
dr:dicated in April, 1913). Early in 1900, pioneer
days still in the lower Valley, the adobe chapel,
that still stands, was built next the older, more
fragile structure in the Valley below the school.
Then followed St. Peter's Novitiate. By 1912, enough
permament Missions had been founded so that this
particular establishment might turn from preaching
to teaching and with its well-watered acres become
an eternal monument to the memory of the lost
Prie~t Peter the Martyr.
His other m emorial, more permanent perhaps ,
is the name- of the McAllen council of the Knights
r,f Columbus- Keralum.
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El Mesquite --1528
By Mary K. Elliott
Cabeza de Vaca, a nobleman of Spain gave up
the luxury of a fifteenth century palace to accept a command of "exvlorations and extensions"
in the new world.
It was in 1528, he and his men were cast
on the Texas soil. It was then that he spent six
years among the Indiai1s.
Cabeza de Vaca wrote, "They brought u!'
children to tou~h, and gave us much mesquitemeal. This mesquite :s a fruit which while on
the tree is very ,bitter an<l like the sweet carob
bean. It is eaten with earth and then it becomes
sweet and very palatable. The ,way they prepare
it is to dig a hole in the ground, to the depth
that suits them, and after the fruit is put in
the •hole, they pound it into meal witlh a u iece of
wood; they then put earth to the mixt~re and
they put it into a hole. Then they empty it into
a 1·es~el, and pour water to cover' it furiy so that
there is water on top. Then the one who has
done the pouring tastes it, and if it appears to
him not sweet enough he calls for more earth
to be addecl, and this he does until 1t suits his
taste.
Then all squat around and everyone reaches
out his hand and takes as muc'h as he can. T·he
seeds and the peeling are set apart on hides, and
the one who has done the pounding throws them
back in the vessel, pouring water over them
again. They squeeze out the juice and water;
and the husks and seeds they again put on
hideo., repeating the operation three or four i:mes.
Those who have taken part in the banquet, which
is for them a great occasion, get very big bellies
fo~ the earth aP.d water which they swallow."
The mesquite has long played a dominant
part in the shaping of Texas History and that of
the Southwest. Morelos in 1810, constructed the
first Mexican cannon of a hallowed mesquite log
wrapped in raw hide to help gain Mexican Independence. In 1854, James G. Bell recorded
in his diary on a trip to California that the Pima
Indians on the Gila Rivet utilized the mesquite
1.he same way as Ca.beza de Vaca found t'lle Indians doing on the shores of Texas. During the
Civil War when coffee became uT1-0<btainable in
Texas the mesquite bean was roasted an<l used
as a substitute as well as okra seed, wheat. corn,
acorns and other materials. The Lipan Indians

and perhaps ot'hcr tribes made bows for their
arrows Jf mesquite wood wrapped in raw hide3.
The pioneers us-ed the mesquite in building their
home.-; and making !uTnitttre.
At the headquarters- house of the King RanC'h
there is beautiful furniture made from mesquite.
In the hot arid region of the Americas the
me~quite bean is considered by the natives as a
valua.ble source of food. Captain L. H. ::.vroNelly
and the rangers, who guar<led the King's Ranch
from gangs of cattle thieves iq 1875, often ate
me<:quite beans on their long hard rides when
their rations were ..ised up, t'hus, t•hey could continue their vital serwices as protectors of the
border. Even today the Mexican peon carries
mesquite beans to stay his hunger as he travels
thru long stretC'hes of barren countrY.
The mesquite tree has spread rapidly over
Texas, covering much or our grazing land and
sapping the moiature from the grass. The labor
and cost of eradicating it has caused the rancher
and the farmer to hate it. Yet they advise the
newcomer to pick a ranch with big mesquite
on it because they will find good rich land there.
The farmer says, "Plant your beans as soon
as the mesquite· leaves come out. Jack Frost
wil not catch them, then." It has also been said
that if the mesquite were tall and large it would
only be necessa!"y to dig thirty or forty feet for
water. If the mesquite was only bushes one
would have to go fifty or sixty feet down and it
they were less than two feet tall it was better
to dig for wood than to dig for water.
For landscaping the home grounds the mesquite is an •object of •beauty with its feathery
leaves allowing little sunbeams to trinkle through.
Its shade is welcoone in summer and dur:ng the
wi:1ter its leafless branches allow the sun to
warm the eart'h. It is a tree easily climbed, to
the delight of the ohildren an<l the thorns warn
them they are out on the limb too far for safety.
Swings and climbing rt,pes leaves little 1mpress1cn on the mesquite tree. Flowers beneath foe
shade of the mesquite withstand our hot summer
sun and potted plants store u,p more food for
winter.
Thus it is apJ)'arent to all good Texans that
the mesriuite is a part of Texas to preserve as a
substantial co::itributor to its 1>rosperity and
legendary lore. Texans should be proud of it.
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First·Commissioners' Meeting - 1852
By Morgan Groves
In 1850 John Young, E. D. Smith and John McAllen founded Edinburgh on the Rio Grande cpposite
Reynosa. Here they set up a trade in which they
swapped hardware, guns and foodstuffs for cow
hides, wild mustangs, salt, and cattle on the hoof.
Young shipped his hides out by steamboat to Brazos
Santiago and by ocean-going clipper to London.
The old steaml>oat Ranchcro, and later the Bessie, tied up at Edinburgh once or twice a week to unload and load' cargo, The old store was visited by
many famous men on the border-General .J. M. Carvafal, Texas' most famous filibusterer; Colonel John
Davis Bradburn, the infamous "Benedict Arnold" of
Texas; Captain Richard King, who bought lands and
had the legal papers witnessed by Smith ; Captain
E. J . Kenedy, Lt. Col. Robert E. Lee, Ranger Capt.
John s. (Rip) Ford-all visited the place.
The 1851 revolutionary filibustering expedition
of Carvafal and Ford was probably planned in
Smith's store, as both knew Smith intimately. Ford
married Smith's youngest daughter. Carvafal and
F'ord took every Mexicari city in the Lower Rio
Grande Valley hut Matamoros and might have set
up an independent Republic of the Rio Grande but
for a serious lack of artillery and ammunition.
On Sept. 2, 1852 the first Hidalgo County Commissioner's court met in Smith's store in Edinburgh
The judge (then called chief justice of Hidalgo
county), Madison W. Stevens was an opportunist, a
Ranger, a sheriff of Cameron county (1848-1850), a
steamboat woodyard operator, a drifter, and also a
Justice of the Peace at the same time that he was
county judge. In 1854, two years later, he disappear_
ed from all Hidalgo county records.
The commissioners of 1852 were Dr. Eli T. Merriman, Mariano Munguri, who signed the court minutes with an "X", Yndelico Dominguez and Sixto
Dominguez. Dr. Merriman was a Ya~kee Army
surgeon formerly of the American Army of Occupa-

tion (1846). In 1852 he bought the lands of the Santa
Ana and Alamo grants and planned a vast cattle
ranch. Mariano Munguri · was of an old Spanish
family or Gran Geno; Sixto Dominguez ran black
Spanish cattle at Ojo de Agua Rancho; Yndelico
Dominguez owned the vast rancho of Rosario de
Guadelupe on the river just west of the Rio Rico
road
The county clerk, Thaddeus M. Rhodes was a
rancher of Relampago, a famous man on the border,
as he obtained a tremendous reputation as a medicine man among the Indian tribes of the Casas
Chiquitas Campacuas and Catonames which congregated around Rosario in the early days.
Rhodes was county judge seven consecutive
terms, 1876-1890 and for a medicine peddler did
right well in a · material way. By 1870 he owned all
the land from Relampago 15 miles inland and had
huge herds of horned cattle.
The county trea-:;urer was Francisco Tagle,
Spanish-American bookkeeper for Smith in his store
and cotton gin. Incidentally, this seems to have
been the first gin on the border. Tagle was an excellent financier and the coµnty funds, though small,
were efficiently administered. Even after ten years,
the county funds never ran over a few hundred
dollars. On Aug. 18, 1861, the balance on hand was
$92.90. The sheriff got $3 a day and what fines he
could collect. The judge got $109 for the year 185253, and not until 1880 did the judge get as much as
$50 per month.
The early commissioners' court meetings were
often disorderly and marked by fights, brawling and
drunkenness In Sept ., 1853, Martin Norgraves, the
county clerk, was fined in court by Judge Knepf for
insolent language and intoxication. In Feb., 1854,
Elisha Thoroughman, deputy sheriff, was literally
run out of the county for continued brawling and
charged with horse theft.
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The Texas Mustang-1785
By Wanda Davis
l\,!ustangs were escaped descendants of the
Arabian horses brought to this country in the sixt"enth century by Spanish explc,ers who wrote,
'·Xext to God we OW::? our victory to the horses."
Hc"nando Cortez, Hernand0 re Soto. and Francisco
T,.:-so·.;ez de Coronado broaght horses with them to
the new wcrld. The word m : st<1ng came criginally
fr0,YJ the Spanish. mesta. M~aning a group of stock
raisers. Horses which escaped from a range controlled by a mesta and ran wild were mestenos, to
the Anglo-Americans, must:11,gs. By the year 1806
there were many thousands of wild horses roaming
the Texas prairies.
These herds of mustangs roamed the ranges until the "wild mustangers" or mustang hunters came
into Texas. Their purpose, it was said, was to replenish the stock of both Texans and Mexicans.
l'llany times the mustangers practiced highway robbery and became known as the "prairie pirates."
Philip Nolan, one of the first mustangers, was horse
trading with the Indians as early as 1785. Nolan,
suspected by the Spaniard$ of being involved in an
American scheme to takE: Texas arrd New Mexico,
was killed in March, 1801.
The Spanish and Mexican governments enacted
laws regulating the hunting of mustangs and designed closed seasons. The Spaniards also levied a
tax of fifty cents on every wild horse taken. On
February 16, 1852, Texas took a step forward out
of its wild, untamed youth, for the state legislature
enacted a statute concerning the regulation of wild
horse hunters. This act provided that the hunter
must pay twenty-five cents to the county treasurer
for each mustang caught and fifty cents for a passport establishing him as a man of good character.
Such a provision arose because many wild horse
hunters were robbers an::I notorious killers.
The must:mger's occupation was a dangerous
one, for the mustangs were wild and often vicious.
The hunters took every precaution in capturing them
as it has been said by the old settlers that a mus-

tang would "suddenly jump upon his conqueror and
stamp him to pieces, his vengeance all the hotter
for the delay." In 1848 a wild, unbroken mustang
could be bought for as little as four dollars. These
unbroken animals ran away at the rirst opportunity;
however if they did not escape, they could be reared with 'little trouble. Mustangs that could not be
tamed were either shot or turned loose to roam the
range again. Those that were tamed were driven to
the settlements, where they were sold for from
eight to fifteen dolJars per head. The mares were
usually more easily tamed than the stallions. Averaging fourteen of fifteen hands high, mustangs were
poor work horses but, being hardy and natural pacers, made excellent saddle horses.
The area between the Nueces River and the
Rio Grande was known far and wide as the land of
the wild horsPs. The mild climate and green pastures allowed the horses to live on the open range
the year around. When rain and cold weather came,
the horses sought shelter in the river bottoms.
Ubsses S. Grant was astonished at the skill of
the m"stangers who caught the wild horses. In 1846
while in Corpus Christi, Grant purchased several
wild horses to be tamed for his personal use. Much
to his dismay, however, the negro boy in charge of
the horses was extremely careless and allowed
them to escape to the open prairies.
Horses played an important part in the history
of Texas. Without them the cattle industry never
would have existed, for the mustang possessed "cow
sense" as well as horse sense. Descendants of the
Arabian horses which were brought in by the early
Spaniards were the first mounts of the cowboys who
rode them from Texas to the plains of western
Canada. These horses were vital to the greatest of
all plains Indians, the. Comanches, who on foot
would have been only another tribe of squat, bowlegged Indians. Later the mustangs were used as
foundation stock in developing Texas breeds well
known for their ability and stamina.
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Oil In The Volley-1910
As told by Otto Woods,
discoverer of oil in the Valley.
I am not a Texan by birth, but can almost
claim to be, for I came to Texas at the tender age
of nine months from A1·kansas with my parents,
Dr. and Mrs. H. B . Woods, 3 brothers and 4 sisters.
Thinking I was grown, I started in the first
Texas oil field at the famous Spindletop in 1901. I
feel as if I have IJeen in the oil business all my life,
starting at such an early age, and h aven't yet lost
the "fever" for wildcatting.
My first visit to the Valley was in 1910, having
been sent to Monte Christo from Houston as a :\lelado Land Co. representath·e. I bought land in
Monte Chr isto and was joined by my wife, Ludie
Cartwr ight Woods of Center, a nd my two small
daughters, Mozelle and Dixie Lee. In Monte Christo
I set up business as a contractor of land clearing,
road grading, fencing, cnnal and lateral and plowing, and also drilled the Monte Christo water well~.
Around 1915 I began drilling in the Valley, At
thnt time drilling was something most men only
d reamed of, due to t he extreme cost and unavaiL
ability of equipment and being so fa r remo\'ed from
other sections. The Valley had scarcely hcgun to
develop com mercially.
I n the five years following I drilled two dry
holes and was drillin~ a third in Hidalgo County
on the Obla te Father s ' property in 1920. A New Yor k
Syndicate which had invested money in the well
sent a representative to the Valley. He turned out
to be a person claiming the ability to prophes~•
thi ngs in the fu ture. He told me t here would 1'0 no
oil found on Oblate Fathers H ill and ther e wasn't.
He becam·e interested in me and one day on the
way to Laredo on the old Military Road. he had me
stop the car a nd called me off to the side and said,
"Here's where you will find a big production."
I n 1934 I got a lease at J<'ordyce and when trying
to decide just where to drill , I happened to remember the prophecy. So, with tongue in cheek, decided
to drill on that spot, ranching at Monte Christo between drillings. The site was locat ed about 300
yards north of the Mission-Rio Grande City Branch
of the Mo. Pac. Railway, a siding named Cuevitas
Oittle caves or cellars). about one mi le south of
Sullivan City.
August 21st sand was topped. There was trouble
maki ng drill stem tests bE'Cause of gravel up ahove
falling in the hole. The test showings were very
poor but when I looked at the sand 1-couldn't believe the oil wasn't there. so decided to go ahead
a.Ad set the casing, Ben King, an old friend who
had drilled with me hefore, helped me secure thr

casing and I took him as partner.
The plug was drilled in September. Oil followed
the drill stem out of the hole but no unusual gas
pressure was noticed at that time.
As work continued on the hole, gas pressure
hegan to he troublesome; a liner was set and tub_
ing run the following day, through which light green
oil flowed from the test under light pre:,sure. Finally the well was swabbed and the well beg\n to
flow.
·when it began to flow steadily, the pressure
hegan to increase until the well was roarini:: away
with a heavy flow through tubing and heads through
the casing. Since we didn't have any tanks set up
(yo11 never do en wildcat wells) we had to run the
well wide open into big earthen tanks we threw up,
at a rate cf two or three thousand barrels a day.
When we did get the tanks set up, they· were in the
wrong place and had to be moved. We made an
open test en the well and it made a thousand bar1·el an hour.
The state-wide ruling on proration of oil produchad gone into effect before my well came in.
The Railroad Commission Supervisor, Layton Stan• t-erry, came to the Valley to order me to kill the
well and stop a leak in the casing. I stalled him
for t,hree days with -.first one excuse and another.
Having known him back in 1907 as a school teacher
didn't help any; he was still "hard-boiled'' and we
finally had to kill the well. Proration did not seriously affect drilling activities or possibilities but it
did curtail my income at a time when it was very
much needed to continue work in the field.
All we could do was go back to work and bring
the well in all over again, hoping and praying it
could be done, for everyone feared the well was
ruined. In the meantime, we put down three more
wells nearby. T he three most hectic days of my
life were when these t hree wells came in, one a
wild gasser out of control, one flowing salt water
and one flowing 22 barrels an hour under heavy
pi·essure. Then the discovery well began to flow
again also, strong and steady as ever.
Business boomed; land prices skyrocketed. Two
new to·,,nsites were laid out nearl)y, Oil men from
al] over the southwest and sightseers filled the surrounding towns and we were treated like royalty.
A big banquet was given in our honor by Bill Morris
and the Chamber of Commerce presented the crew
with a $125.00 purse, besides gifts given by various
others. in app1·eciation of their efforts on the first
oil well in Hidalgo County .
Oil in the Valley was an established fact at last!
1ion
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Early Hidalgo Transportation
By Dora Mae Kelley
.i\fter Captain Miflin Kenedy established La
Parra ranch in Kenedy County, he soon recognized
'bhe need for transportation between his ranch and
the noarest centers of trade. It took a week's
traveling by stage to get from San Antonio' to
Brownsville. Accordingly, he drew up plans for
nn elaborate stage coach which he sent to New
Eampshire. At New Hampshire it was built and
set Ull l::y a famous wagon maker. The stage coach's
nameplate bears the year of 1852 as the year of
its construction. When it was completed, it was
seut from New York to the mouth of the Rio Grande
ab0~r::l a three-masted schooner. Upon arriving
at the mouth of the Rio Grande, this elaborate coach
was d0livered to Captain Kenedy. Thus "The Kenedy Concord" started its adventurous life wQiCh led
it tu be known as the most famous coach on the
Rio Grande border.
From that day until the coming of the railroad,
"Th~ Kenedy Concord" was one of the most useful means in civilizing and Americanizing Southwest Texas. Its owner, Miflin Kenedy, was one of
the pioneers who converted this section from a
primeYal nature and prepared it for the coming
of the white man and his civilization. In his prosec:1tion of this job, the old stage coach played the
pn:rt of a foithful and willing servant.
During those days of the late eighteen hundreds
there was extreme danger and hardship. On more
th:m one occasion "The K,medy Concord" saved
its rnaster·s life from those who wanted to end it.
If it were possible for the "Concord" to have
tl!e priwer of speech, it ·could relate wonderful,
thrilling incidents in which it was involved. Let us
go with it into some of those thrilling adventures
fo. which it participated in days gone by.
Once, Captain Kenedy with a party of friends
·wa.s returning from the interior of Mexico to Brownsvi]Jc, when, on a dark night, as the coach was
cautiuusly winding its way down the steep mountains from Monterrey, it was suddenly set upon by
::1 hana of Mexican bandits. Before :he revolution•
i!:ts were repulsed by the occupants, Don Castillo,
a highly respected citizen of Matamoros, fell back
?g.iiI,9t the great· cushions of the coach; his life
nnuffo<l out by a bullet from an enemy's gun.
Captain Kenedy remembered another occasion
when the calm courage of his Spanish wife saved
a whole party from a similar fate. Enroute from
the r::1nch to Brownsville, the couch stopped in
the dense chaparral for the night. The impene-

tral::lc brush made travel by night extremely peri}c,ur,, notwithstanding the presence of an armej es-

cort of a half dozen true and tried plainsmen to .
guurct the party from harm. Late in the night, when
the party was wr,pped in peaceful slumber, be1\Veen the. yelps of the co} otes and the night-hawk's
screech, the watchful Captain detected· the sound of
moving bru~h. He quickly and quietly awakened
l,is me:1 and warned them to prepare for trouble.
\'.'ilh ::i gun in hand, he challenged the sound with
tt,c \••eli known Mexican martial cry, "Quien vive?"
meil Ping, liberally translated, "Who goes there?"
"P:1:>'sainos", meaning, "Your countrymen". came
~'.w reply. Although Captain Kenedy was a cool
r .ct0rmincd m<tn wlio didn't know the meaning o'r'
fear, he wasn't altogether at ease with the intric::1cies of the Spanish language. Kenedy scenting a:ingcr met the reply with "Pase", meaning
to order them to "Pass on." Instantly, a dozen
highv1::iyrnen stepped out intd the opening. The
gua1c'I!> imrnediately covered them. The assailants
PV1tfr,ntly hadn't expected any resistance after receiving the seemingly hospitable invitation to enter. About this time, the Captain's wife, who had
rcen comfortably resting in the bottom of the
couch, jumped down and rushed to her husband
E'xc!a;med, "No, no, mi capitan, you do not mean.
for tl>em to pass; you mean for them to retire."
With ti.is her sharp eyes quickly but ~refully
scannect the faces of the amazed desperadoes. Recognizing one of them, she called out in her native
toneuc, '"Look you sire; go away from here at
once, or when I arrive at Brownsville, I will tell
your r.10ther of your shamdul conduct." This clP.ver
ruse worked. The ,lesperadoes instantly disappeared into the chaparral. From that day to this, the
jnc:ident remains a secret to all but a few and its
filent witness, the. old "Concord".
After the historical sea battle between the
Kca!'.'sarge and the Alabama off Cherbourg, during
the w-ir between the States, Commodore Raphael
Sammes, the gallant commander of the defeated
Alabama, sought solitude in his sorrow. He made
his way aboard an English vessel to Bagdad, a
MexiGan city at the mouth of the Rio Grande.
There he was met, through the generosity of its
owner, by the faithful "Kenedy Concord". The
"Concord'' carried him to .Matamoros, where he
was banqueted by sympathizing and admiring
friends. Later, the "Concord" transported him to
San Antonio.
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Better Roads Worst Need - 1852
By Morgan Groves
When State Senator Israel B. Bigelow introduced the measure to set up a new county-Hidalgo
-into the Texas State Legislature (the 15th), he
was well aware the isolated ranchers of the Old
Reiynosa Spanish jurisdiction needed a govern..
mental unit nearer home than Brownsville,
Bigelow had been a stage line operator out of
Point Isabel and appreciated the di'fficulty in those
days of going 100 or more miles by rough, hazardous tracks to Brownville, the Cameron county seat.
Steamboat travel on the Rio Grande was much
safer but the boats came at widely spaced intervals.
l'here was no carriage road on the north bank of
the river, and even as late as 1870 stages from San
Antonio to Reynosa crossed over to the Mexican
side and from there proceeded to Matamoras.
The so-called military Highway of General
Taylor is nothing but a myth, as Taylor's troops all
went up the river on the Mexican side. The river
road in Hidalgo county was never improved much
and today is mostly abandoned or plowed up.
In 1849 the Cameron county court set about trying to do sometHing to improve the old Sal del Rey
road which ran down through the Llano Grande
Grant to Rosario at the.river. .Tudge Ed Dougherty,
the early Hidalgo-Cameron district judge was commissioned to do this work. Many of the roads or
trails above old Edinburgh (which was located
opposite Reynosa) were in bad shape and the Cameron commissioners were glaa to be rid of a thank.
less job and turn it over to the new Hidalgo commissioners court which met first on Sept. 2, 1852.
All of this territory north of Reynosa was
known as "La Habitacion." The settlers could build
homes anywhere on the large grants of land. After
the Mexican War merchants began to come into
this region and most of them locat-ed near the Spanish towns. Some of the first storekeepers in Edinburg were E.•D. Smith, John Young, John McAllen,
and Juan de la Vina.

Trade went up and down the river, and ships
would stop at this port for sugar cane, cotton, and
hides. Circus ships would often visit the town to
entertain the people. This was the most important
town in the county.
Shortly after the first Hidalgo commissioners
court meeting, a courthouse was built of brick with
the interior finished in harwood. It had a high ceiling and was a very good structure.
One of the main roads that crossed to the North
side of the river was at qld Edinburg where it connected with the San Antonio de Bexar road-used
by the Spanish in earlier days for contact with
Texas and with the salt mine at El Sal del Rey.
Another road that was important during the
early days followed the Gulf coast from the mouth
of the •Nueces River to the Rio Grande. The San
Patricio colony, that was organized as a buffer
colony in 1828 between the American settlement in
Texas and Mexicans in Tamaulipas sought trade
with Matamoros. In 1832. a road was laid out between these two towns. This road was used by Taylor in transporting his men ro Point Isabel, and was
then known as the "Gateway to the Valley," "a name
later adopted by Edinburg chamber of commerce.
An interesting note about El Sal del Rey: The
lake contained salt 99.4 percent pure sodium chloride. The mines in Bavaria are supposed to be the
only ones where salt is produced that will compare
to the purity of the Hidalgo county mine. It covers
about 640 acres, and when salt is removed, the hole
immediately fills up. In 1811 Capt. de le Vina was put in charge of mining the salt .f or the King af
Spain. The salt was free to anyone, but later loaders
Iocatea near the lake started charging 50 cents a
load to dig and load the salt. In 1849 Capt. G. K.
Lewis began mining the salt. Wagon trains from as
far away as Oklahoma territory visited the lake for
loads of salt. The old roadbed in Hidalgo county
can still be traced through the chapparals near the
river.
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County Land Grants -1798
In connection with the Santa Anita Grant in
Hidalgo County, Texas, which was granted to :\fan_
uel Gomez under date of December 31, 1801, it is
interesting to note that Manuel Gomez made an application for this grant of Jana in accordance with
the accepted procedure which was being followed
at the time, which application was made about the
20th of June, 1798. The owners of adjacent tracts
of land were notified, and in this particular case,
the only person who owned adjoining land was Juan
Jose Balli, who was the then owner of the San Salvador de! Tule Grant, and thereupon a commission
\\ as delegated to make an inspection of the properties and report their findings back to the Chief Justice '.lt Reynosa. This commission made an inspection on the ground and reported back that the land
in quest,on embraced 14 sitios for large stock. one
sitio for small stock, 3~4 ca ballerias and 58,555
!'quare varas. They reported further that on the
North side of the said lands they found dense mesquite groves but good pasturage with a thick abundance of prickly pear, and that the North part of
said lands wns inhabited by wild horse stock known
as Mustangs; that on the South side of said lands
they found numerous wild animnls such as tigers,
lions and numerous and countless snakes, but that
there was a scarcity of deer, wild boar, jack rahbits, rabbits and mice. and that the lands were all
together unfit for agricultural purposes since they
were a sandy loam specially adapted for pasturage
and stock raising.
These commissione1·s appraised the land at being worth approximately 6 reales (75 cents) per
sitio (4,428 acres). Subsequently, in accordance with
the procedure applicable to the situation, the property was offered for snle nt auction; that said property was offered for auction for a period of thirty
days beginning the 30th of April in the year 1799,
and that no hidders appeared; that, therefore, it
was ordered on the final dny of said auction, when
it was finally sold and knocked off to Manuel Gomez for the sum of 25 pesos; provided, further,
that the purchaser was in duty bound and had so
agreed to settle on said lnnds notwithstanding the
fact that his life was in danger due to Indian depredations.
When this grant of land wns finally patented in
the year 1881, a survey was made, and it was determined that the actual acrenge contained in the
Santa Anita Grant was 21½ leagues, or a little more

•

than 93,000 acres.
One type of grant which wa;; i;nade by the
Crown of Spnin, and an example of which is found
in Hidalgo County is the grant of common grazing
lands, or town common~. which were referred to
as "ejidos". At the time of the Visita to the Town
of Reynosa, a,; ~vas customary in all cities, the
commissiom•rs who were appointed to make the
partition nnd distribution of the portiom; were also
authorized to and did grant to the Town of Reynosa
four !C'ngues of land as town commons. Since the
Town of Reynosa'was located on the South bank of
the Rio Grande River at a point just opposite the
preSL'nt village of · Penitas, and since the town common-; were to extend for a distance of one league
in all directions from the town proper, the "ejidos''
of the old Town of Reynosa extended acrosH the
river and they :ncluded approximately two leagues
of la~d on the Nor.th side of the river, which two
leagues are known as Los Ejilos de Reynosa Viejo.
Thf', e grazing were granted to the settlers of the
Town of Reynosa and in the grant, which is a part
of the Visitn, it was stated as follows: ''The town
shal! enjoy all within the said limits; and the Mission all that may belong to it and that looks towards
those that shall bo set apart for its benefit, nnd
the one nnd the other may freely let their stock
loose thereon without injury to third parties.''
The town commons, or ejidos, were used by
the residents of the old Town of Reynosa until about
the year 1800, when the town was moved to the
present site opposite tli& City of Hidalgo, and after
the abandonment of the town, it was ordered by an
order issued at the City of Victoria, Tamaulipas,
on October 5, 1836, that the common lands of old
Reynosa be reduced to private property, to effect
which it was ordered that the alcalde should proceed to the sale thereof at public auction to the
highest bidder or bidders. Pursuant to this order,
u sale wau made on the 9th day of November, 1936,
and one Fruto de Cardenas, acting for ninety-six
inhabitants of old Reynosa, purchased the town
commons for the sum of $210 pesos. The testimo_
nio of title or deed to the properly was not actually signed and delivered until the 24th day of September, 1941, and in the meantime, the Congress
of the Republic of Texa~. on the 19th dny of December, 1836, had enacted a law declaring that the Rio
Grande River should constitute the boundary of
Texas on the Southwest.
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The White Gold Of Bugdod-1840
By Margaret Looney
"The South, to survive , must have the money
t!1a t cotton can bring it," reasoned Lincoln. "That
cotton must be traded in foreign ports in exchange
for guns, food and supplies which the agricultural
South does not produce. Cut this life-line and the
South can not wage a fight necessary to defeat us."
Thii; is precisely what he set about to do. He
would blockade all Southern po5ts. This meant
t 11e po.trolling of three thousand miles of coastline
and two hundred harbors. Impossible?-No, just
~ frpmendou~ task.
C0tton was soon piled high on the wharves at
Brownsville. Again the South faced disaster but in
their moment of distress an idea was conceived
t'.10.t offered at lea.st temporary relief. Why not use
&gdi..ld, Mexico? The Yankees would not dare
tire ieto Mexican soil and risk war with M.?xico.
In the sleepy little border town things began
to hum. After enter;ng Mexico, loaded wagons
reached the little "villa". Within a few days a mulfaude of ships bearing foreign flags lay in the harb or. Saloons prospered; rapidly scores of crude
living quarters were constructed; barely liveable
Lotels were established. This boom town was to
se>rve as the artery for the life blood of the Con·
federacy for the next few years.
Bagdad, Tamaulipas, Mexico was started by
Fra nciscan Friars about 1690 .and then abandoned.
lt ,vas resettled in 1770. In 1840, it became a custornh0use port for goods entering Mexico. This
!:'ma!l town was destined to become a thriving city
. for « few short years and then to be tragically
ruir.ed by one of those strange freaks of nature
that some call a "destroying angel".
'lhe population of Bagdad reached a high of
15,000 while Brownsville's population reached 25,000,
out Matamoros, a near-by town, surpassed all,
re1.r.hmg a 60,000 population.
.Business at Bagdad became so tremendous that
the con~truction of a town south of the city wa s
rro)::osed. Although this was considere d. it was
nevC't acted upon. There was also a plan to build
a r a ilroad to Bagdad but this also remained just a
pt,,n never to be realized.
Eagdad became a city of sin a nd pleasure, a s
well ::is one of big business. Fortunes were m a d e
a nd io$t over the gaming tables. For a n e xampl e
cf t he high cost of cotton, a m a n paid t welve cents
a pound for cotton and resold it in Bagda d for a
doirnr and fifty cents a pound.

Ragdad was full of runa way slaves, m any of
whom helpecJ in the cotton smuggling. Wages were
high , and a few months' labor provided a man with
enough money on which to retire comfortably.
Wa ges for ordinary laborers were from five to six
<lollars a day. A man who owned a lighter, and
would use it to take cotton out to larger ships in the
h a rbor, could receive as high as fifty-five dollars
a d:J.y.

T'1e port also served as an illegal port of entry for Confederate soldiers, with a price on thefr
heads. The capture of Admiral Raphael Semmes,
a Confederate officer, was greatly desired by the
Fc>dernls , after the Admiral's ship had been sunk
off the English coast. It had bezn impossible for
Semmf's to land at any Southern port so effective
\"as the blockade. A barely believable chain of
events transpired and the Admiral was slipped
through Badgad into Texas. He finally regained
Confederate lines.
As is well known, the Confederates bravely battled through the last years of the war but the
North's vast supply of men, food and arms was too
gre:i.t fc,r the poorly equipped South. In 1865, Lee
surrendered the Rebe] Army to Grant, the Union
commander, at Appomattox Court House. For Texans the- war was not over. Due to poor communic .. ti0n, Texans did not know of the South's surrender and on May thirtieth, at Palmetto Hill,
north oi Brownsville, a battle was fought in which
the r-:ebcls won a slight victory.
With the defeat of the South, Bagdad lost much
0f its importance as a cotton port. However, the
fr-reign influence remained and French, Austrians,
Belgians, Mexicans and Americans mixed freely.
With sunrise of January 6, 1866, came pillage
,rnd aestruction for Bagdad. A group of Negroes
led by Colonel Crawford, a Civil War officer, and
tr vol)~ led by Colonel Adolfo Garza and~Major Mejia swept down upon the town soon overpowering
the French soldiers guarding the city. After becoming intoxicated with mescal, a native drink,
th~y began their mad work of pillage, rapine and
mu!·d,ir. As opposlng troops advanced upon the
looter!'<, they fle::l to the Texa s shore taking w ith
uwr.:1 a~ much of :oot a s was possible.
On Sep tember 3, 1867, a storm hit the Gulf
Coa ~t cf Mexico a nd Bagd ad was completely d eMoli!'hc cJ. It would seem tha t after ha ving ser ved
its p ur pose, n ature mercifully destroyed B agdad,
thus saving it the inevitable decay and deterioration tllz. t a ccompam es the decline of grea t cities.
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ATrio To La Coma Ranch-~ 1903
i

'

FRQM: THE HIDALGO ADVANCE
The name La Coma is derived from a tree
which bears a delicious berry and which is abun•
ant in this country.
F r om whatever direction you approach the La
Coma Ran ch you are sttuck with wonder. After
traveling all day through brush and passing an occasional dilapidated ranch, suddenly there before
you looms the high smoke stack of a fine cotton
gin , a nd a snug brick resirence, surrounded with
well-cultivated and neatly arranged gardens and
fields . Water pipes carry water to all parts of
the house and through the vegetable and flower
gardens. Although La Coma is over 80 miles from
any railroad, nearly all the luxuries of civilization
are there. True you cannot step to the telephone
and order up your fresh fish and oysters, but you
do not miss them.
When Mr. Sprague desires a fine porterhouse
steak, he selects a fat beef and it is slaughtered.
His vegetable garden furnishes all the luxuries for
his t able all the year r ound. In fact t here is
nothing tnat needs to make life pleasant that cannot be obtained on the La Coma R anch.
Step into the hallway of the Sprague mansion,
and you will at once feel th at you are in an air
of refinement. • It is hard to realize that you are
so far from the centers of travel.
In the parlor you will see a magnificent piano,
beautiful pictures and bric-a-brac without end. Mrs.
Sprague 'and her sister Miss Anna will make you
feel at home in the fullest sense of the word. There
are no electric lights but that fact is hardly noticeable wh en the acetyligas (with which every room
in the house is provi<jed) is lighted.
Space does not permit of a detailed description
of this magnificent ranch. There is a cotton gin
which will compare with any west of San Antonio
There is a general store where all ranch supplies,
including everything from a paper of needles tg
agricultural implements, are to be had. There is
' also a good l)'clblic school under the direction of
Miss Anna Kenedy, who is the sister of Mrs.
Sprague, and she is doing good work in the cause
of education.
The trip from Heb bronville, 85 miles to La
Coma was recently taken by friends from Providence. It must indeed have been a unique ending

to a wedding Journey, this trip through 85 miles
of ranches in vario\1s condition$ of wilderness or
dilapidation, :md finally to come upon· the cultivated farms connected with the ranch, the village
of small houses for the Mexican laborers, and
at last the commodious residence surrounded with
flower garden:, and neatly kept vegetable gardens
and fields. A.; far as the eye can reach, looking
between the beautiful miskeil trees, a sufficient
num ber of which have been left standing, are seen
the windmills and the cottages far and near.
When visitors are expected at La Coma, what
is called the "outfit" is sent to meet them. and
doubtless the bride on her way to her future home
met the same experience as did these visitors.
The "outfit" is a great, white-covered prairie
ambulance drawn bv four horses, relays of which
arc placed at suitable distances. This ambulance
is fitted up with conveniences for making the. long
and rough journey as comfortable as possible. A
large tin tank under the box holds plenty of water
and cooking utensils are stowed away in suitable
receptacles. For the mid,.day meals, two of which
must be cooked and eaten before arriving at their
destination, food is also stored.
The "outfit" started by moonlight, hours before
the sun rose each morning, but it takes two days
for the trip even without storms or other detentions
Kid meat was broiled for these outdoor dinners
and coffee was made and with bread and fi:uit added the meal was fit for an epicure to say nothing of sati';fying the appetite of hungry travelers.
Arriving they entered a modern house from a
spacious pia'zza, and found it beautifully furnished
-a fine piano in the drawing room, plenty of books
in the library, and all over the house open plumbing and lighting with acetylene gas, the latter manufactured on the premises, of course.
The host told a visitor that he would agree
to show him a deer in 15 minutes. They started
out and in 10 minutes saw two. Other game is
ple~ty. There are antelopes, wolves, wild bear,
jack rabbits, cotton tails, wild turkeys, mallard
duck, broad bills, prairie pigeon, quail and sand
crane. Between the Rio Grande, the Palo Blanco
creek and their tributaries there is plenty of fishing. One fish caught there is much larger than
the tall man that caught it.
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First Ca,mmissioner's M~!i~g - 1852
THE STATE OF TEXAS
COUNTY OF HIDALGO
Know all men hy these presellts that at a special term of the County Court of Hidalgo County
held at Edinburg by order of the Hon. M. :\1. Stevens Cheif ,Justice of said County the followino- proceedings were had and adopted.
.,
The Court being called by the Deputy Sheriff
The Hon. M. M. Stevens Cheif Justice and I- W.
Berne and Yndalecio Dominguez, commissioners
were present.
Jose Mario Doming11ez, .Justice of the Peace
for Precint No. 1 cf said County of Hidalgo presented Bond and affidavit and the same being
found in accordance with the law of the State was
approved.
Nicholas Grasanto Justice of the Peace for
Precinct No. 1 of Hid~lgo County presented Bond
and affidavit and the same being found in accordance with the law of this State were approved.
Simon Holland, Constable for Precinct No. 2
of Hidalgo County pres('nted bond and Certificate,
and the same being found in accordance with the
law of this State were approved.
Alberto Garza Cons.table for Precinct Xo. 3 of
Hidalgo County presentej bona and Certificate and
the same being found in accordance with the
law of this State were approved.
Thadeu:; Rhodes Clerk of the County Court of HL
dalgo County Presented bond and affidavit and the
same being found in accordance with the laws of
this State were approved.
Irineo Zamora .Justice of the Peace of .Precinct
No. 3 of Hidalgo County presented bond and affidavit and the same being found in accordance with
the law of this State were approved.
G. S. Wood Rheriff of Hidalgo County presented
Dond and affidavit and the same being found in
accordance with the law cf this State were approved.
Nepunuceno Cabazos Constable of Precinct No.
1 Hidalgo County presented his bond and affidavit
and the same being found in accordance with the
law of this state were approved.
E. T. '.\1erriman Commissioner of Hidalgo County presented affidavit and was approved.
· M. M. Stevens Cheif Justice of Hidalgo County

'
- --,
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pr~sented affidavit and was approved.
Yndalicio Dominguez Commissioner of Hidalgo County presented affidavit a"ld was approved.
Pedro Royez Dpty Sheriff presented bond and
Certificate and the same being found in accordance with the law of this State were approved.
Francisco Tagle Treasurer of Hidalgo County
presented bond and affidavit and the same being
found in accordance with the law of this State
were approved.
I. W. Berne Commissioner of Hidalgo County
presented affidavit approved.
F. E. Enrique Justice of the Peace for Precinct No. 2 Hidalgo County presented bond and affidavit and the same being found in accordance
with the law oI this State were approved.
M. M. Stevens Justice of the Peace for Precinct
No. 2 Hidalgo County presented bond and affidavit and the same being found in accordance with
the law of this State were approved.
Wm. S. Garner Constable for Precinct No. 2
of Hidalgo County presented bond and affidavit and
the same being found in accordance with the law
of this State w(;)re approved.
"Resolved" That there be established two Public Ferries, One in front of Edinburgh, and the
lie Ferries.
"Resolved" 'i"hat Tomas Garza, Juan Guzman
and Francisco Billa be appointed road Commissioners, And Sr. Yago Garcia overseer from Edinburgh to John Youngs upper line Antionio Beillo
from .John Youngs upper line to Rosario-and Martin Garzie as overseer from Rosario to the lower
line of Hidalgo County to open and repair the
RoadThe Court not having any other business to
transact adjourned until the next Regular term.
Subscribed to this the 2nd Day of the Month
of September A. D. 1852
M. M. Stevens
Cheif .Justice Hidalgo County
E. T. Merriman
Sixto Dominguez
'.\1arciano Menguia (X--his mark)
Yndalicio Dominguez
Commissioners
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Edinburgh-:-Circa 1893
(Editor's Note: A description of Hidalgo, or
old Edinburg~ in a 50-page Valley booklet published in 1893 made the town sound very atti'active. 1he booklet was entitled "Twin Cities of
the Border" and concerned itself mainly with
stories of Brownsville and Matamoros. although
short articles were included on Hidalgo and
Starr counties. It was compiled by Lieut. W.
H. Chatfield, U.S.A., then stationed at Fort
Brown.)
fridalgo , or Edinbur!!"h. as it is commcniy called,
is- the , co.unty -seat (of Hidaigo County), and has a
popt,lation of 389. The town presents a very at. tractive appearance, and i, · especially remarkable
for a scarcity of jacals (thatched-roof mud huts)
and unsightly buildings of all descriptions. This is
owing tc the fact that most of the old town, which
.was established during the Mexican War, has been
washed away by the Rio Grande. Jetties have been
built, and the high bank of the river in front of
the town has been sloped to prevent further encroachments, if possible, and thus far have proven
effective.
The County Court House is a handsome brick
building, located in . the center of the town. A neat
iron fence extends around the grounds, which embrace two acres; the grading has just been com.
pleted and the entire grounds seeded with fine
grass, which will make a handsome lawn in a few
months; trees and shrubs have also been planted, and every evidence of thrift and enterprise
is visible. The interior of the Court House is handsomely finished in hard woods; the spacious rooms
have very high ceilings and are thoroughly lighted and ventilated by large windows and doors. A
symmetrical cupola surmounts the building, and
everything about is complete and tasty.
The County Jail forms a wing on the west
side of the building and corresponds with the main
structure in neatness and correct architecture. The
total cost of these buildings was $20,000. They
were built in 1886.
The town is laid out with broad streets ...and
avenues running at right angles to each other. There
are no paved streets, but the soil is very firm and
has enough gravel in it to keep the roadways in
excellent condition. There are a number of handsome dwellings in the central portion of the town;
some are of brick burned in the vicinity, but the
hiajority are frame bui!dings.
There is a neat little Catholic Church one block

west of the Courthouse, on Main Street, which has
a seating capacity of about 200 and is thoroughly
ecclesiastical in design and finish. The Methodist
Church, which is situated at the east end of Main
Street, near the river, is not in very good repair
and shows 1ew signs of recent occupancy.
There are several flourishing schools in the
town, taught by American and Mexican young women of marked ability, who are carrying forward
the noble work of fostering a love of the land of
their birth in the minds of the youth under their
charge.
There are three generar stores, which do a fair
amount of business for such a small town. William Odell is the principal merchant. He •occu.
pies a fine brick building at the .southeast corner
of the block north of the Courthouse, and has a
complete , stock of dry goods, groceries, notions,
hardware, boots and shoes, hats, caps, etc., sufficient to supply the brisk trade of the town and
surrounding ranches.
The Post Offj_ce is in Mr. Odell's store, that
gentleman serving the public as postmaster in the
most obliging and satisfactory manner.
The elegant modern brick dwelling of Mrs.
Stein on Main Street, is the most noticeable private resi{ ence, yet there are a number of others
which present a thoroughly home-like . and comfortable appearanc.:. The cottages ·of Judge Dougherty and Sheriff Closner are models of neatness and
good taste. 'Mr. Clo~ner's house is nestled in a
bower of shade t rees and vines, and roses were
blooming in abundance on the February morning
when the compiler viewed it.
The Customhouse is a very ordinary board
structure, with a flag-staff in front of it, from
which the Customs flag is flung to the breeze.
There are numerous Mexican "bancos" all along
the Rio Grande-places where the river has sud.
denly changed its course and left a slice of Mexican
soil on the north side. There are also Texas " bancos' ' similarly formed on the south side of the
steam. The Customs officers are sometimes puzzled to determine whether they· are on United
States soil, and have authority to seize contra- .
band goods. The Customs officials on duty at Edinburg are J . B. M~Allen, deputy collector and inspector; F. Mo: e and c. Sc-hunior, mounted inspectors.
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A. Y. Baker, Political Ruler - 1920
By Allan Engleman

Out of every newly-developed country comes
color, heartache, proverty, and riches in a greater
degree than normal. Each section of the United
States have th~ir own heroes, their . martyrs, their
bandits and their political rulers.
No history of Hidalgo county would be complete
wfthout the mention of A. Y. Baker and the part he
played in the development of the political and
economic history of Hidalgo county.
Baker died at the pinnacle of his career. He
had announced his intention to retire from the political post he had held 18 years - Hidalgo county
sheriff - 10 months before his death on Nov. 1,
1930, and he died three days before candidates of
an opposing political faction won a sweeping victory
at the general election polls.
According to Review files, A. Y. Baker was 55
years, 10 months old at the time of bis death,
apparently caused by a stroke of apoplexy while
planning a new irrigation district on 69,000 acres
of land lying north of Edinburg.
He owned the Southtex Motor Co., distributors of
Chrysler automobiles, was president of the Edinburg
State Bank & Trust co., the Edinburg Improvement
Assn., Edinburg Building Co , and the Edinburg
Hotel Co. He was a member of the Masonic Lodge,
Knight of Pythias, Rotary club and the Methodist
church. He was 01:e of the largest land owners in
this section at that time.
But his was no "get rich quick" story.
A. Y. Baker was horn in Uvalde in 1875, and became a peace officer just as soon as he could be

legally called a man-at the age of 21.
It was
the-in 1896--that he joined the Texas Rangers
and worked his way down the Rio Grande to the
!~order crossing at old Edinburg, where he joined
the U. S. Customs service in 1904.
In 1907 Baker was appointed county treasurer,
and ~:1eriff John Clcsner stepped down from his
post in favor of Baker in 1912. During the next 18
~-ears be became known as "the tnan on the horse"
because of his tireless enforcement of the peace all
over the county. At one time, during the unrest
along the Mexican frontier, it was said that outlaws
:in'i river bandits placed a bounty of $10,000 to
$20,000 pesos of Mexican gold on his head.
He was married to Miss Lena Sappington of
Sam Fordyce, Texas on Sept. 20, 1905 and made his
heme in Hidalgo the following year. 'Dhree years
later, when the courthouse was moved to Chapin
(now Edinburg) he moved his home to the new
town.
Anderson Yancy Baker was praised by his
friends and criticized by his enemies, having, like
most men, plenty of both. His undisputed political
reign of the county received national attention. he
and other Valley leaders were men of foresight and
faith that did more than their share to turn this area
from a land of co.)'ote and mesquite into a widelyknown garden spot.
To quote one of our contemporaries in the editorial columns of the Review of Nov. 9, 1930;
"Time will etch t:1e name of A. Y. Baker in indelible
characters in the annals of this section of Texas."
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The Border Patrol-1924
"A mobile force of men stationed along the international boundaries separating the United States
from Canada and Mexico, and at a number of points
on the Gulf Coast."
The above sentence is a definition of the United
Statet,. Border Patrol, which has played such an
important part in the history of Hidalgo County.
The Border Patrol is a branch of the Immigration and Naturalization Service. Headquarters for
the organization is in Washington D. C., but for
operation purposes the agency is divided into districts, which in turn are subdivided into subdistricts.
From the mouth of the Rio Grande below
Brownsville, extending westward to the Zapata
County line, and embracing the territory north
thereof to Duval, Jim Wells and Kleberg counties
is the territory known ns Subdistrict No. Three with
headquarters in Brownsville.
This subdistrict, the activities of which are centered in the Rio Grande Valley, origi11c,lly started
out with only 11 men who were transferred from
mounted guards ii1to the new agency when it was
launched July 1, 1924, following its creation by an
Act of Congress.
The purpose of the Border Patrol is to prevent
the illegal entry of aliens into the United States, as
well as discover and take into custody those who
have already IS}ffected an illegal entry.
A better understanding of the activities of the
Patrol is brought about when a brief outline of its
need and origin prefaces the story of its functions.
From the time settlers first came to America
until one hundred years after the United States had
gained independence, the type of people coming to
our shores were truly pioneers, and a class of people who helped make a new country. However, as
the United States progressed, it appealed not only
to a high class of aliens, but to many who were
already parasites in their original countries, so it
became necessary for Congress to stipulate certain
requirements for immigrants to meet before entry
was granted; else. America would be overrun with
a population of inferior people.

•

As time passed, the opportunities offered by
the United States brought many immigrants to ap_
ply for admission, among whom were large numbers unable to meet the requirements of the immigration laws. It was then discovered that, although those having no right to enter could be refused admission, the thousands of miles of territory
between ports ir:vited illegal entries, and smuggling
of aliens hecame a lucrative profession with many.
In 1912 the first serious effort to counteract this
illegal entry of aliens unable to gain legal admission was made, and a number of mounted or "ouL
side" guards were employed, who performed duties
similar to those of the present Border Patrol. In
J 917 this 'force was expanded and, for the first
time, began to be really effective. These mounted
guards were under the supervision of the regular
Immigration Service.
In 1924, it was decided to sp<.;cialize to a greater
<''<tent in the enforcement branch of the Immigra1ion Service, so the Border Patrol begnn operation
July 1, 1924. Its first personnel consisted of the
mounted guards who were transferred into the new
branch. Taking the title of Patrol Inspector, D. w.
Brewster was in charge of these mounted guards,
m; well as the newly created Border Patrol until
1926, when the supervision of the two branches
were divided and the Border Patrol became a
unity. The late D. P . Gay was named Chief Patrol
Inspector in charge of the Brownsville Subdistrict,
and continued as such until his death in 1936.
Today the Border Patrol is still considered undermanned by many. Others feel that the Patrol is
not needed. The problem of aliens slipping into the
United States across the Rio Grande has not
chan({en. Hundreds of "wetbacks'' are still arrested
dnily and E'ithr-r fined, given prison sentences or
sent back into Mexico.
An airlift to fly the "wetbacks" into the interior
of :'.1exico was operated out of Brownsville for a
time but severe criticism and a lack of funds
brought the modern day "answer'' to the problem
to an end.
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B)' Louis Consler
Few Tex;:ias can recount the battle of Ojo
De Ag ua. Few Texa ns indeed ca n even tell y ou
the l,)cation of foe litLle · Soanish-American village. T h e battle d eserves m~re cre'd it thal1 it has
ever received, or.will ever receive, in a his tory
br,c-li:. I n odds it r anks second only to the battle
of t he Alamo .
In 1315 the S panish-Ame rican ' cit izens o f t he
v ill_a ge we1 e in constant fear of t hei::- lives . B;rndit
r a icts from a c ross t he R io Gran de ·wer ~to much
fo r the undcrm,ann ed T ex a s R a n gers to coo e with
and U n ited Stat es Arm y troops we re ordered into
t he a r ea t o back up the Texas· lawmen.
In general the du ties of the A r m y Detachment s we re to patrol between each post at irregular hours , set in coordination with the Rangers
a nd , oY use of their signal tr oops, to keep the
main bo::ly informed &s ' to any actiYity which
might indicate a crossing of the river in force
a nd to prevent smaller infiltr ations .
Such were the duties of the small detachment
of eight cavalrymen of G troop, Third Cavalry,
under comma nd of Sergeant Shaeffer and six
Signal Cor ps men of Field Comipany D Signal
Corps under Sergeant !3mith.
On t':le afternoon o.f;, the 21.st of October , 1915,
there \Vas no u n usua l o-ccurrence to b reak t he
tedium of the r egular r outine. As dar knes~ fell
t he regular se,1try was posted. Th e schedu led
tw;J hou r radio c-he ck ·w ith Mission was carried
out. at eight, ten and 12 p .m. The scheduled pa.
trol left shortly aft e, dark a nd ret urned by midn ight. S ome tim e a fter midnight 1!he sent r y !became uneasy a n d awakened S·e rgeant Shaeffer
with the r e port that he :1ad h ea r d unusu al noises
in the ·brush a s thoug h s-om e thing was moving in
the dense shadows which the eye could not penetra te. The Ser geant looked over the small cleari ng and, having heard ,su.c h r e ports on m a ny previous nights, discounted the sentry's uneasiness
a nd ordered him back t o his pos>t.
A bout one a. m . a n intense volley of rifle
fire was !ielivered on the t wo s,mall buildings
which composed the troops ' sleeping quarters.
'.rhe fire came from all directions except from a
resaca in the south. Some of t'he shots came
from the top s of the tw o trees directly acr,oss the
road as t'he h ail of bullets not only riddled the

walls of the pulldings b ut num erous b ullet holes
we.re a l~o found in ttie roof of each. The radio
equipment was wr\ck ed beyond r~pair . ·The
tumult brought Sergeant Shaeffer out with his
rifl-e blazing, thernoy dr awing the enemy fire
away from his men. H e made a n excellent target in 'his white under·.vear in the moonlight a nd
h is body was soon riddfad with bullets.
T his disti;action mom e nta rily less_ened t he
fire of t'hc raiders a n d the m en who were not
killed or too badly wounded in the first volley
hastily went under the buildin gs and by direction of Sergeant Sm ith, arrang ed the -baled hay
and sacked oats that were st or ed in the buildings
into a crude brea~twork. The hail of lead from
the r ai ders was renewed w it h greater ,vigor . The
wo ul_l:de d w ho had been h it while still in tbeir
beds on the porches wer e hit again rep e atedly.
They c:allcd to their comrades for assistance, ,b ut
n one came.
Every man in the detachment at Ojo except
one privat0 h a d been killed or wounded by this
time. The few rifles the troops had would not
drive t he ba ndits away so the unwounded private,
named Becker·, rushed t im,e and time again into
the ,b uildings to -get shotguns and ammunition-.
After t he troops began pouring shot into the bandits their will to atta c~ .suddenly lessened.
After a while ·the ·bandits began to retreat.
T•t e shots of the raiders lessened and then ceased·.
T wo nearby ho uses of ·Mexican-Americans in the
village of Ojo burst into flames a s t he raiders
withdrew.,
Soon after s old ier.s of Troo,p G, Third C avalry ,
unde r the comm,and of Captain Mc'Ooy a rrived
f rom Mission. Th e troops had 1been -called t o the
s c ene of t he b a t tle b y one of t he Mexican-Americans, who in later y:ears w a s, threatened time
a n d time a g a in for h-is' loy alty.
The dead were ca red for a n d the wound e d
w e r e· initially sent t o the F ieid Hospital in, H a r. lingen where their wounds were carefully dres sed
prior to their transport to the Station Hospital in
Fort Sam Houston.
The mists of thirty six years makes it d·i fficult to quote exact figures .but crnem·o ry indicates
t he defenders ,had six: dead and seven wounded..._
Th~ attackers are reported to hav e left '16 de r1.d:.
''T1h e Eye of the Wate r grows dim and Texas
h a s forgotten".
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s ist ry- 902
By W. H. Friend
The first Valley irrigation project of any importance is said to have started in 1890, when a
sugar industry was established near Brownsville.
The development of irrigation facilities were quite
slow until about 19:>2 when several projects were
stai;ted. including a rice growing enterprise North
of Brownsville. The rice project failed and later on,
the sugar industry passed out of the picture due to
several causes.
The completion of the St. Louis, Brownsville
and Mexico Railroad in 1904 served as a great
stimulus to agriculture in this region . and the
larger land holdings were broken up into small
farms, and facilities for irrigation were expanded.
Development has been quite rapid since the coinpJetion of the first railroad and was further stimu_
lated by the extension of the Southern Pacific RaiL
road into this region in 1926.
The completion of a system of hard surfaced
highways soon after this date and during the "golden days'' of 1926 to 1930 did much to develop the
ccuntry, and then, in 1935. came water transportation.
The commercial production of vegetables started at about tbe same time that citrus fruit were
first planted in this region. Statistics dealing with
car lot shipments of vegetables show that the first
apprecfable amounts of produce were i;:hipped in
1907. Onions and cabbage from the Mission territory were the first crops to be shipped in large
quantities and these crops are still money makers
for many Valley farmers.
They continued to furnish the bulk of the tonnage shipped from this region until 1922, when
beet and carrot production became popular with
growers in the Mercedes-Weslaco districts . Lettuce
has been produced in limited quantities in the San
Benito-Ri Hondo region since 191-i, but it has never
hecome , n important vegetable crop because of
extreme sensitivity to weather hazards. A wide

variety of vegetable crops have been grown since
1922, but cabbage, tomatoes, potatoes, carrots,
beets, onions, green corn, beans, watermelons,
spinach,.. parsley, broccoli, lettuce, cucumbers, cantaloupes, and turnips. in the order named, are our
rr.ore important,vegetable crops .
Parsley is en~ of the most interesting of the
vegetable crops that played a part in the evolution
of our vegatable industry. Small fortunes have been
made wi1h this crop, but it has never become one
of our major vegetable crops, because of the unsta hle market. demand for this commodity.
The first plantings of citrus are reported to
have been macle in about l.907, but commercial production dates back to about 1917, the zero date of
the Valley's citrus; industry. The commercial acrenge in 1923 amounted to 5,600 acres and the crop
for that year amounted to 41 car loads. The first
packing plant was built at Harlingen that season.
Production of citrus fruits increased steadily
but rather slowly until it seemed to become fixed
at ahout 7,000 car loads per year during the period
from 1930 to 1935. About this time, the trees which
had been planted by eight large orchard development companies, came into bearing, and resulted
in the record crop of 1936-37 <30,000 car loads).
The Valley is !'Jill considerable behind California and Florida in CJiange production, and the
freeze of a few years back was a critical one, but
we have already bcGome an important factor in th
grapefruit business. During the developmental
stage of our citrus industry many problems have
been encountered and some of them have been
solved. We now know that we can produce large
quantities of grapefruit of exceptionally fine flavor,
but, in general, we are not ready to boast about
the external appearance of all of our fruit.
There are, also, m,my other unsolved problems
dealing with variety and root-stock utilization,
planting methods, orchard soil management, and
the control o.f insect pests and diseases.
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County Agriculture Statistics - 1890
(Editor's Note: Lt. W. H. Ch.ttfield, U. S. A.,
wrote his opinions, together with statistics, of
Hidalgo county's agriculture prospects in 1893
in a booklet called "Twin Cities of the Border".
These are his remarks.)
Th e north bank of the Rio Grande from Penit as
to its mouth is slightly higher than the interior
country . There are several points ou the river
where the bank is lower than the avera-ge, and
it is through these natural openings in the embankment that the water escapes frorrl the main channel and finds its way to a chain of resacas and
la kes which connect with the Arroyo Colorado; the
later stream is then raised from almost a dry bed
to a surging torrent, pouring its waters into t~e
Gulf of Mexico about twenty five miles north of
P oint Isabel. There are also numerous lakes and
resacas lying between the Arroyo Colorado and the
Ri o Grande, which are filled by the overflow. thus
impeding t ravel and destroying cr ops which ha ve
been planted in tihe bottom lands .
Storage r eservoirs cou1 n be e,i,:;ilv constr 11cte d l>y
throwing up levees around the lakes a nd along t hr
tanks of the r e sa cas, as far as necessary to hold
th e water set back by dam s built across them
at intervals. Such r eser voirs have alre ady been
successfully tried near Brownsville, and it is only
necessar y to attempt on a large scale what h as
been demon strated to be practicable on a small
scale.
It is believed that such a system -l.vould meet
.: the reauirements of t he flat country, but a feeder
could be provided by d!mmUJ.g the Rio Grande
and storing water in immense reservoirs built
among the hills of Starr county, north of Rio Grande
City.
As soon as wat er is provided there will be an
end to drouths, which h ave recently (1891 and' '92)
nearly ruined bhe whole population of Hidalgo
County, and there will begin an era of prosperity
which will be almost too brilliant to contemplate.
P. 11 classes will share in that prosperity; ia ndowne ~ will be relieved of the burden of taxation, for
t!.ey can immediately dispose of a portion of their
lands to parties who will pay cash for them, and
the part which is r etained will r ise rapidly in va 1ue and be very producti"" if ,,,,,.;,,ated; farm lah0rers will earn good wages instead of being ,
pendent upon the far mer's bounty; stock-raisers wi11
be enabled to put fat ·cattle on the mar ket insep.d
of having their ranges covered with the bones of
animals t hat have succumbed to the pangs of star_
vation and thirst ; wher e d ense c-h apar ral now cover s vast a r eas, fields of corn, cotton, tobacco, sugar
cane , a nd ever y other species of agricultura l prod-·
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ucts, will fling their emer ald banners to the balmy
breezes, :l:nd the earth wil! sing for every joy in
, its plethora of wealth. The section whioh has so
long been considered a s a hiding-pla ce for bandits, and given over almost ,entirely to the "coyote
and wild hog", will suddenly appea r before t he
footlights and astonish the world with performances
which have never been par alleled in the Western
Hemisph ere.
COUNTY STATISTICS
(From Report of Commissioner of Agriculture,
1890-91)

The population of Hidalgo County in 1880 was
~,347; 1890, 6,534 ; increase' 2,187.
The assessed value of a ll property in 1890, $2,196,151; in 1891, $2,029,691; decr ease $166,460.
Improved la nds sell for three to six dollar s
per acre, un improved for fifty cent s to t,hree dolla rs
per acre . There are 318,080 acres of State school
land in the county .
There were 27 marriages in t he county d uring
the year, and no divor ces.
The county has a tota l school population of 1,637. w;th two school houses, and gives employment
to twenty-one teachers. Average wages paid teachers, S50 per month. The total number of pupils
enrolled during the year was 442; average attend?nce. 307 : a11d the average length of school te rm,
6.33 month-,. 'Dhe estimated value of school houses
and 1;ro,,nds is $500, school apparatus. $250; making total valve of sc-hool property $750. Total tuition :-cven"e received from t.he State, $6,748.
The value of field crops reported for 1890 was
$2.707, the principal· item_ being 1674 bushels of
co•·n. whfrh was the product of 2 463 acres planted
in t:iat f ta,...1e.
Acres in melons • ten. value $62; number of
grape vines 750, value S300.
~tands of bees 307, po!.!nds of honey 1,283; value
$355. .
Num her of sheep sheared 15,955; pounds of wool
clipped 28,253; value $3,707.
The ,.,.,te of ~ountv tax on the $100 valuation
. from 18~0 was 48 cents. On December 31, 1890,
tberP WH~ a balance in the county treasury of
S'>23 1'3. The indebtedness on Dec . 31. 1890: Outstaw'inl" courtho·ise and j?.il bends $20,000; all other
b0nds $11.000; total bonded indebtedness $31,000 .
A'l other inriebtedness $5,000; total county indebtedn€s, $36,000. The county expended durin<! the
year $774.13 for repairing public buildings; $218 for
rca~s and bridges; $3,800 bonds redeemed; $384
for 'grand jury; S-137 fer petit jury. Total amount
exp€nded fer the support af the county governrr:.ent $9,186.30.
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